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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 With the rapid development of information technology, the age of E is walking to our 

educational circles. Recently, “e”has become not only the symbol of the information age but 

also the most active prefix of letters，thus new—built words prefixed“e”have become active in 

every field, such as E—Business ， E— Marketing ， E—Government ， E-Management ， 

ELearning，E—Library and so on. In the era of knowledge economy of globalization, 

informationization, and networking, e-learning plays a more and more obvious role in the 

education training. 

 
1.2 THE TIME-BACKGROUND OF E-LEARNING BEING PRODUCED 

Since the 1990s, a scientific and technologicalrevolution with the core of information technology 

as the primary productive force has being undergoing  profoundchanges. Especially  the 

appearance of Internet has led the human to a brand-new digitized time, and has brought the 

human a new huge leap, that is to say leaping from industrial society to information society. 

The rise of the 

Information technology around the world is the profoundest event at the beginning of the new 

century, and there were none of the productivity revolution which occurred in the human history 

coming so swiftly and violently like elephant numerical information technological revolution. 

Digital information technology 

with the “bit” as the carrier suddenly rushes to each aspect of the social life, of course the 

education can’t be exceptional.The multimedia computers and the 

networking have been already presented, used and embraced anywhere in the educational 

fields. Some educational technology experts have already pointed out that the 21st century's 

education is the media education in the final analysis, moreover a multi-colored multimedia 

network education. This prediction is becoming reality,and all countries are vigorously 

promoting the educational informization.Our country has already worked out the developmental 

planning for the educational informization. Chinese education scientific research network 

(CERNET) which has already been the second biggest Internet, may link more than 140 cities 

and morethan 700 universities and the scientific research units. The number of users has 

achieved more than four million, initially established modern long-distance network education 

system with the interactive function, andformed the digitized education environment which 

fitting the education development of new century.Under thiscondition, the education idea, 

education system,education content, teaching media, teaching method, educational model and 

so on related with the education fields are changing. And e-learning is produced in 

thisransformation flood tide. 
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1.3 THE BASIC IMPLICATION AND RATIONALE OF ELEARNING 

A. The basic implication 

The e-learning concept grows in e-commence, but it has not haven a unified definition at 

present. The original intention of e-learning refers to the network study, and emphasizes based 

on the Internet. But in practical application, the digital learning based on multimedia material is 

often included in e-learning category. Elearning on generalized refers to the study which carries 

on through the electronic media, and in the narrow sense it mainly refers to the study and the 

teaching activity carried on through the Internet, namely, a brand-new study way fully using the 

brand-new communication mechanism network environment and the rich multimedia 

information resource development teaching activity that the present information technology 

provides. Because elearning has unique superiority which is fruitful in the multimedia resources, 

convenient for the coordination exchange, friendly for interaction and so on, and made it 

enormously influencial globally from being produced. 

 
1.4 THE SUPERIORITY OF E-LEARNING IN EDUCATION TRAINING 

At present, e-learning is one way of teachers’ personal study and a few departments training 

teachers, and has not become the large-scale teacher training pattern in the educational fields. 

But on the characteristics of e-learning such as convenient, flexibility as well as the low cost 

and so on will certainly become the important form of the teacher to study. Compared with the 

traditional ways of teacher training, it has the following merits under the teacher training of e- 

learning environment:. 

A. The low cost 

Compared with the traditional teacher training, so long as having the hardware facility, e- 

learning may be carried on anytime and anywhere. And this reduces the expense at teacher 

training, and saves a lot of time.Moreover, the e-learning teacher training will not be limited to 

the size of classroom, the number of students and so on,and can carry on training repeatedly 

and so it reduces the expense that is used for invitating training teachers. 

B. Convenience and flexibility 

The traditional teacher training will delay the teacher’s normal work time requently, and it is one 

of the difficulty that the school and the teacher will face. 

C. Personalization 

In the traditional teacher training, the training materials are often chosen by the training 

teachers or training organization and cannot meet teacher's personalized need, but under the 

e-leaming environment's teacher training can make the acher to obtain their own need for 

knowledge. 
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2.1 What Is e-Learning? 
 

 

E-learning is a wide-ranging phrase that's used to describe learning by the use of a computer 
that's typically linked to a network. E-learning can also be referred to as online learning or 
education, distance learning or education and technology, web or computer-based training. 
Due its rise in popularity, numerous educational facilities, businesses and organizations now 
offer accredited classes, degrees and training through their e-learning programs. 

 

2.2 What is eLearning Software? 
Elearning software, also called Electronic Learning Software, enables you to deliver courses 
and instruction electronically via the Internet, a company Intranet or other platforms such as 
CD-ROM orDVD. 
There are as many types of elearning software available as there are elearning needs. Before 
you begin your search for elearning software, you must first decide what kind of elearning 
software will best meet your needs. The most common types of elearning software are listed 
below. 

2.3 Authoring Tools 
Authoring tools enable designers to create and publish multimedia elearning content. Most 
authoring tools, such as Lectora, are visually oriented so the designer doesn't have to have any 
special programming  or  coding  skills.  In  addition,  some  authoring  tools  enable  non- 
programmers to quickly and easily create content and then publish to HTML or CD-ROM. 
Because there are so many different authoring tool vendors and products in the marketplace, 
it's important that you determine what your needs are prior to beginning your search. 

 
 
 
 
 

2.4 Learning Management Systems (LMS) 
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Learning Management Systems are specifically designed to track the progress and 
performance of awide range of learners. There are hundreds of academic and commercial 
systems from which to choose.While many LMS's provide different features, almost all of them 
track and store user performance. 
For example, most LMS's can track the number of hits to a certain area of a course as well as 
the amount of time a learner has spent on a particular area of a course. 
One drawback of implementing an LMS is the high cost. You can easily spend hundreds of 
thousands of dollars on a high-end LMS. If you're thinking about purchasing your first LMS or 
are searching for an affordable LMS that offers basic elearning tracking and management, take 
a look at Trivantis' CourseMill Learning Management System. It's available in both software 
and hosted solutions. 

2.5 Content Management Systems (CMS) 
A CMS helps instructors catalog, track and manage corporate information. A CMS is effective 
when substantial amounts of information must be tracked and managed and is ideal for large 
organizations. 
Some learning experts do not feel that CMS's are a viable elearning software solution ecause 
they lack the end-user delivery and tracking mechanisms found in most LMS's. Content 
management systems take care of all the behind-the-scenes work and separate the content 
from the presentation. 

2.6 Learning Content Management Systems (LCMS) 
Learning content management systems are a combination of an LMS and CMS. Many systems 
can track users, author content, and store, retrieve and reuse content when needed. Although 
many LCMS's offer basic course administration features, their functionality isn't as robust as 
that found in most LMS's eLearning courses can also be created using a programming 
language such as HTML thus eliminating the need for elearning software. This solution, 
however, requires a programmer and can add considerable time and cost to your development. 

2.7 Programming Languages 
HTML or Hypertext Markup Language is a common programming language that is often used 
for elearning. HTML-based elearning can be accessed via a Web browser and does not require 
a plug-in or special download like JavaScript or Flash. 
Basic learning courses can be created with HTML, but on its own, HTML does not provide 
interactivity. To make an HTML-based course engaging and interactive other elements such 
asFlash, JavaScript and Shockwave must be incorporated. The benefit of HTML-based courses 
isthat it provides a lot of flexibility for the programmer. However, writing HTML code is 
aspecialized skill that requires the services of an HTML programmer. 
In addition, you will need other staff to create the interactive elements of your courses if you do 
not have those specialized skills. If your company doesn't have these resources in-house 
orcan't outsource the work, an elearning software solution might be the better choice. 
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2.7 THE TERM E-LEARNING 
may be trendy, but the concept itself has been around for decades. E-learning is training that 
takes place through a network, usually over the Internet or a company intranet. It has its roots 
in the not-so-sexy world of computer-based training, which appeared in the early '80s and used 
CD-ROMs to teach mostly technical skills to mostly technical people. Lately, e-learning has 
evolved into a tool widely used in both the corporate and academic worlds. With today's e- 
learning, companies can train salespeople to use a new product, even if offices are in scattered 
locations. On the academic front, e-learning allows people to take online classes from 
universities in a variety of subjects. Such heavyweights as Stanford and Harvard now offer 
nondegree courses over the Web; others offer entire degree programs. 

2.8 How does e-learning work? 
E-learning fits into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous e-learning 

imitates a classroom, which means classes take place in real-time and connect instructors 

and students via streaming audio or video or through a chat room. Asynchronous e-learning 

lets a student access prepackaged training on his own time, working at his own pace and 

communicating with the instructor or other students through e-mail. Some vendors specialize 

in e-learning packages that run over a company's servers. Others use an application service 

provider model and handle everything from creating a training course to storing the 

information. 

2.9 What are the advantages of e-learning? 
Time and money. Consider how much your company spends in sending people to training— 

airfare, hotel bills, phone calls home. All those pricey meals on the company tab. E-learning 

eliminates costs by allowing a specialist in Sacramento to train an entire group in Singapore 

without leaving the office. It also offers more accessibility to the instructor and more flexibility 

for the student. 

2.10 What are the challenges? 
E-learning tends to isolate students physically, which can have negative effects on team 

building and sociability. Students with an aptitude for verbal expression may suffer in the 

virtual classroom. Those who feel shy about speaking up in a lecture hall may be more likely 

to ask their questions in this environment. Students who get frustrated with the technology 

may lose faith. Employees having to learn on their own time can add to the workload of an 

already overstressed population. Finally, the time and money you save with travel expenses 

may be spent just on getting the company's e-learning program up and running. 

2.11 How complex are the technologies related to it? 
Though most e-learning packages require only a browser and an Internet connection, certain 

bells and whistles (like audio or video) require high bandwidth. Technology is only an enabler; 

you will need a continuum of technologies and methodologies to create the most effective 

program. 
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Model Implementation 
 

 
3.1 E-learning System is a Web Based Course Management System. It allows teachers 
(professors, lecturers...) to create and administer course websites through a browser (Internet 
Explorer, Netscape, Firefox, Mozilla, chrome ...). 

You can : 
 

 Publish documents in any format (PDF, HTML, Office, Video...). 

 Run public or private discussion forums. 

 Manage a list of links. 

 Create student groups. 

 Compose exercises. 

 Structure an agenda with tasks and deadlines. 

 Make announcements (also via e-mail). 

 Have students submit papers. 

 Consult statistics of frequenting and success in the exercises. 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2 Campus Homepage 
 

 

 

 The Campus Home Page 

Login, logout, lost password. 

3.3 My home page 
 

 

 

 Personal home page 

Course list, enroll to a new course, remove course enrollment, see my agenda, modify my 
profile, bottom of the page. 

 

 Create a course page 

For teachers only. 

3.4 Courses tools 

The course Home page 

Tools List (1) 
 

Course managers can edit the Tools list. 
 

 Click on Edit Tool List. 

 Check OR uncheck a tool to enable OR disable it. 

 Click on OK to apply the changes. 
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Introduction text (2) 
 

 

Here, course managers can present their course with a descriptive summary. 
 

 Click on Add text. 

 In the HTML editor area, type your text. 

 Click on OK to save your text. 

Course settings (3) 
 

 

 Click on Course settings to change various course settings, e.g. the course language, the 
course access policy (public or private), etc. 

Statistics (4) 
 

 

 

 Click on Statistics to see various statistical data about the course (e.g. course attendance) 
and your students' results. 

Users connected (5) 
 

 

You can see the number of users connected on the campus. 

3.5 Administering a courses main settings 
 

 

Click on the title of the course you want to administer in My course list (i.e. the list of courses 

that is displayed after you logged in to the platform). 

The course main page contains all the features visible to the students; however, additional 

options and two additional sections (Course settings and Statistics) are available for teachers 

on this page. 

Only Course Managers are allowed to edit, disable or delete features on the course pages. 

The creator of the course page can give course manager privileges to any user who has 

enrolled in the course page (e.g. to additional lecturers, tutors, students with administrative 

responsibilities). To do so : 

 

 Go to the Users tool. 

 Click on the Edit sign ( ) next to the user. 

 Enable the Course Manager checkbox. 

 Click OK to apply the change. 

3.6 Edit the introduction text 
 

 

If you did not add an introductory text previously, you may do so now. If you already added an 
introductory text, you may change it whenever you like : 

 

 Click on the Edit sign ( ) to edit the current text. 

 Do your edits and click OK to update the introduction text. 

 Note : you can use HTML tags to add style to your text, e.g.<b>Bold text</b>. 

 You can also use links (starting by "http://") or e-mail addresses (with@) that will be 
automatically recognized as clickable links. 
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 To delete the introduction text, click on . 

3.7 Modify the course access and enrolment settings 
 

 

 

 Click on Course settings. You'll get a form that you can use to change the course main 
settings : 

Course title, Course code, Lecturer, E-mail, Category, Department, Department url, 
Language, Course access, Enrolment. 

 

 Course access and enrolment settings : 

 Public access: everyone can access your course from the campus homepage, without 

being registered on the platform. 

 Private access and Enrolment - Allowed: only the registered users (with a username 

and password) are allowed to register to your course. 

 Private access and Enrolment - Denied: only the users with a username and password 

can access your course, but only if they have been previously registered to the course 

by the administrator or the course manager. 

3.8 The course statistics 

Introduction 
 

 

 

 Only course managers can access the statistics. 

 Click on Statistics to open the statistics page. 

 You can see links to six groups of statistics : Users, Course access, Access to 
tools, Documents, Exercices, Forum usage. 

 Click on the links to open the details. 

Many of the statistics are self-explaining. Read below about the less obvious. 

3.10 Users 
 

 

 

 Never connected students : list of users who never accessed the course website yet. 

 Not recently connected students : list of users who did not access the course website for at 
least 15 days. 

Course access 
 

 

Displays the number of times the course website has been accessed in various intervals. 

Click on Traffic Details to see more information. 

3.11 Access to tools 
 

 

Displays a list of tools which have been accessed at least once. 
 

 Users Clicks : number of distinct users who have accessed this tool at least once. 

 Total Clicks : total number of times the tool has been accessed. 
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Documents 
 

 

Displays a list of documents and the number of times they have been downloaded. 
 

 Users Downloads : number of distinct users who downloaded this file at least once. 

 Total Downloads : total number of downloads of this file. 

Exercises 
 

Displays a list of the exercises and the number of times they have been attempted to solve. 
 

 Users attempts : number of distinct users who attempted to solve this exercise at least 
once. 

 Total attempts : total number of attempts to solve this exercise. 

Forum usage 
 

Displays the number of times the forum has been accessed : number of Messages 
posted and Topics started , as well as : 

 

 More replied topics 

 More seen topics 

 Last active topics. 

Deleting a course website 
 

You have to be course manager in order to delete a course page : 

 
 Inside the course homepage, click on Course settings. 

 At the top of the page, click on Delete the whole course website. 

 Click YES to confirm. 

The tool list settings 

Activate/deactivate a tool in the course page 
 

 

The course page tools can be activated or deactivated : 
 

 Activated tools are visible to students. 

 Deactivated tools are invisible to students. 

It is up to the individual lecturing staff to decide which course components are required for 
each course. 

3.12 The documents and links tool 
 

 

This tool provides a comprehensive mechanism for organising files and links that a teacher 

would like to make available to the students. It is possible to make many directories, and to 

have directories within directories to enable grouping of files. 

It is also possible to : 

 
 Create a document/directory 

 Delete it 
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 Move it 

 Rename it 

 Add a comment 

 Stop students seeing files 

 Add web links 

 Create HTML page 

 Search a document 

 Download a current directory 

 Upload a file 

To upload files into a directory 
 

 

 

 Click on the directory's name (where you wish to upload the file). 

 Click on the  Upload File link. 

 Click on the Browse button to open the file chooser box. 

 In the file chooser box, navigate to the local file that you wish to upload and Choose the 
file. 

 You can add a comment (it's optionnal). 

 Click on Upload button. 

 The upload procedure should complete, and you will be able to see the uploaded file. 

The exercises tool 
 

This tool allows you to create online exercises composed of a list of questions. The questions 

can be of different kinds : 

 

 multiple choice 

 true/false 

 fill in blanks 

 matching. 

An exercise is then a list of questions from different types but that refer to the same subject or 

the same chapter of the course. Students can fill in the exercises and receive online 

corrections. If they are registered to the course, their scores will be stored and visible for the 

course manager in the The course statistics. 

Fill an exercise 
 

 

As a student you can only fill in the available exercises. 

The list of available exercises is shown on the start page of the tool, when you click on 
the Exercises link of the home page of the course. 

See my previous scores 
 

 

 

 Every user can see its own scores in the exercises : click on My results above the exercise 
list. 
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 A more detailed view is available in the personal statistics (accessible through the links My 
User Account in the banner, and then View my statistics). 

 

 As a course manager you can click on the tracking link available for any exercise in the 
exercises list to have access to the detailed scores of each student of the course. 

Create an exercise 
 

 

 

 Click on New exercise in the start page of the tool (be sure that you are logged in as 
teacher of the course or admin). 

 Enter the title of the exercise. 

 Enter a description. 

 Choose if the user will see all the questions on a unique page or one question per page. 

 I you want you can also modify the Advanced settings (not required). 

 Choose a start date (default it's the creation date). 

 Choose a end date (you have to check the checkbox for the date to be used, users will 

not be able to pass the exercise after selected date if the checkbox is checked). 

 Define a time limit (you have to check the checkbox for the date to be used, if the user 

take more than selected time to pass the exercise he will not be able to validate its 

test). 

 Choose the number of allowed attempts. 

 Choose if anonymous attempts are allowed (if not allowed there will be no tracking). 

 Choose when the answer has to be shown : 

 Yes : the answer is shown after each attempt. 

 After last allowed attempt : the answer is shown when the number of allowed 

attempts is reached. 

 No : No answer is shown. 

 Click on Ok. 

Create questions 

Once your new exercise is created, the list of questions is still empty. You can now fill in your 
exercise with new questions or questions from the pool. 

 

 To add a new question, click on the  in front of the exercise title, and then on New 
question. 

 Enter your question in the form. You can also add an Attached file. 

 Choose the Answer type for your question : Multiple choice (unique/multiple answers), 
True/False, Fill in blanks, Matching. 

 Click on Ok to validate the question and compose the answers. 

Compose answers 

Multiple choice question 

There are two kinds of multiple choice questions : 
 

 Questions with a unique answer 
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 Questions with multiple answers 

In both cases, when you start creating a new question, there are only two possible answers 
displayed. If you wish to have more possible answers, then : 

 

 Press Add answ. for each additional answer you require. If 

you wish the reduce the amount of possible answers, then : 

 Press Rem. answ. for each answer to be removed. 

Then, for each answer : 

 Place a tick in the checkbox for the correct answer(s). 

 In the Answer column, enter the text for the possible answers to the questions. 

 In the Comment column, enter the feedback that is given if a student selects that answer. 

 Adjust the weighting value. The principle of this scoring table is to define proper weight to 
number of good answers by question. For instance, if you have a question with 4 answers 
(possibly more than one right) and the student has two wrong and two right, you can give 
him half of the points, but you can also decide that this is not satisfactory and give, for 
instance, maximum points (20) if everything is right and zero points in any other 
combination. 

True/false question 

A true/false question is like a multiple choice question except that you cannot change the 
"answer" text. 

 

 Check the correct answer. 

 In the Comment column enter feedback that is given if a student selects that answer. 

 Adjust the weighting value. The principle of this scoring table is to define proper weight to 
number of good answers by question. For instance, if you have a question with 4 answers 
(possibly more than one right) and the student has two wrong and two right, you can give 
him half of the points, but you can also decide that this is not satisfactory and give, for 
instance, maximum points (20) if everything is right and zero points in any other 
combination. 

"Matching" question 

In this type of question, the student will have to find the correspondance between the 
elements of to distinct lists. 

When you start creating a new question of this kind, there are only two elements in the two 
lists displayed. If you wish to have more possible elements correspond, then : 

 

 Press Add elem. for each additional answer you require. 

If you wish the reduce the amount of elements, then : 

 Press Rem. elem. for each answer to be removed. 

You can also define the weighting of each answer; they cannot be negative. Don't forget to 
click on Ok to validate your new question. 
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"Fill in blanks" question 

This type of question consists of a text with some words missing that the student must fill in. 
When you create this type of question : 

 

 First introduce the text for the question. 

 Use brackets [...] to define one or more blanks in the text. Put the correct answers 
between the brackets. 

 Example : [British people] live in [United Kingdom]. 

 Click on Next when done. 

 Define the ponderation for each answer. 

 Click on Ok to validate your new question. 

 
Once you have created an exercise, click on the Modify link (  ) to see the full list of 
questions there are in this exercise. There are two possibilities to add a question in a test : 

 

 Create a new question. 

 Add a question from the pool of questions. Clic on Get a question from another exercise. 

The question pool 
 

 

 The Question pool (link at the top of the exercises list) keeps a list of all questions created 
in the course. The list regroups already used questions (in one or several exercises) and 
orphaned questions (that are not used in any exercise). 

 

 When you delete an exercise, its questions are not removed from the database. They can 
be reused in a new exercise via the question pool. 

 

 The question pool also allows you to reuse the same questions in several exercises. 
 

 By default, all questions for your course are shown. You can show the questions related to 
a specific exercise by choosing it in the drop-down menu Filter. 

3.13 The group tool 
 

 

This tool allows course managers to compose sub groups of students from all of the students 

enrolled in the course. 

Each group gets its own space and tools reserved for its subselection. 

You can create several groups in your course and determine how many members it will 

include. Each student can be added to a group. 

Administering the groups 
 

 

As a course manager, you can create groups of students. A group is a collection of students 
under a label (groupe name) sharing the same tools : 

 

 Forums 

 Documents upload area 

 Chat 
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 Wiki tool 

You can fix some properties in your course to set how does group subscribing work : 
 

 Is the student allowed to subscribe himself ? 

 How many groups the student can choose ? 

 Are the forums of the groups public ? 

As a tutor, you can follow the work of the group, consult documents or take part to the forums, 
but you cannot modify anything else in other tools of the course. 

Create new groups 

To create groups: 

 Select Create new group(s). 

 Enter values (maximum is not necessary and can be empty, but then you will not be able 
to fill groups randomly as everybody will be registered in the first group whose size is 
unlimited). 

 Click on Ok to validate. 

If needed and if your users list is not empty, you can now fill the groups automatically by 
random or edit every group one by one to enter users one by one. This manual editing can 
also be done after automatic filling or self-registering to fine tune group composition, check 
who is where and so on, move one specific student, etc. 

Edit group properties 
 

 

Select Main Group Settings to determine : 
 

 Whether students can self-register in groups or if you prefer manual or random filling. 

 Whether students can be members of several groups or not. 

 Whether groups receive a forum, a documents upload area and/or a chat. 

 Whether forums are private (only for group members) or public (any other student can 
read and write). 

 Validate. 

Edit a group of users 
 

 

These options are only available for professors of the course : 
 

 Click on the pencil (  ) icon beside the group name (groups must be created 
beforehand). 

 Modify the Name. 

 Attach a Tutor (tutors must be allowed tutor right first through users list). 

 Write a Description (a task, a list of activities, a problem, anything...). 

 Move students from right to left and/or left to right to modify the group composition. 

 Modify Max. seats (existing members will not be removed if there is more than the new 
value you enter). 

 Validate. 
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The users tool 
 

 

This is the section where you can control who is registered on current course. 

 
 If you are logged as professor of the course, you can add students (but it is easier for 

everybody to have them self-register otherwise you will need to inform them one by one of 

their username/password and there is a risk of double registration of the same person). 

You can also edit the user info item list. 

 

 When this tool is visible for the students, it is there just to let them see who is also 

registered in the course. Each user can fill content link to user info items. 

Users tool is tightly connected to Groups tool for obvious reasons (groups are users groups). 

However, you will be allowed to create empty groups if your students are not registered yet. 

This way, you can organise the structure of your course before the beginning of it. 

In list mode, the page shows for each user (paged) lastname, firstname, e-mail, role and 

groups. When you click on the name of a user, the page shows lastname, firstname, email, 

role, groups of the current user. 

Add a user 
 

 

 

 Click on Add a user. 

 Fill personnal data with correct e-mail so that he/she receives username/password. 

 Validate. 

Unregister a user 
 

 

 Click on Unregister (  ). 

The student will remain in the campus main database, but he/she will not be associated with 
the course anymore. 

You cannot modify student settings like name or password because it is up to them to know 
who they are and correct their own profile. 

Insert a tutor in the course 
 

 

To insert tutors in the course, the simplest is to ask the tutors to register as simple students 
and then click on Make Tutor beside their name. You can also register your tutors 
through Add a user, but it is risky as you don't know whether they are already registered on 
the system for other courses. 

Being a tutor does not give admin rights on the website but allows to be member of more than 
one group (where student can be member of only one group at a time). This will proove  
usefull once you compose your groups, especially when you use Manual Editing of groups to 
associate tutors to groups. 

3.14 Users statistics 
 

 

As a course manager, you can follow the statistics of each individual user 
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 Go to the course home page and enter the Users tool. 

 You get to the list of all the users registered to your course. 

 Click on the last name of a user. 

 Click on the tracking icon  to access the user's statistics for your course. 

Different statistics are displayed : 

 Access to course and tools 

 Results of the exercises done 

 Learning Path 

 Work uploads 

 Documents 

 Forum usage 

Edit items of user info 
 

 

The User info tool is a sub tool of Users. The course manager can edit a list of topics/item in 
order to ask the users some information : 

 

 Click on your name in the users list. 

 Click on Define Headings (on the right of the screen), and then on Add new heading to add 
a title and a content to the item. 

As teacher you can edit : 
 

 item quantity 

 title of each item 

 size of content edit box 

 you own contents 

As student you can fill the content of each item. 

Administration interface 

Administering the platform 
 

 

To enter on the platform administration page : 
 

 Click on Platform Administration at the top of your home page. 

 Insert your administrator Username and Password. 

Platform configuration 
 

This is the main page where you can change the configuration of... 

...the whole platform 
 

 Main settings 

 Home page 

...the courses 
 

 Course options 

...the users 
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 User profile options 

 Users list 

Modify the home page text zones 
 

 

 

 Go in the Administration section. 

 Click on Home page text zones under Platform. 

 Select the page you want to modify. 

 Change it and save. 

 Finally, click on Preview to see your modifications. 

See the platform statistics 
 

In the Administration section : 
 

 Click on Platform statistics under Platform. 

 Click on the statistics that you want to see (Platform, Access to campus, Access to 
courses, Access to tools) 

Scan technical fault 
 

 

This options enables to find technical faults in the following categories : 
 

 Accounts with the same users 

 Accounts with the same e-mail 

 Courses without a lecturer 

 Courses without student 

 Logins not used 

 Accounts with same User name AND same Password 

 Courses not used 

Administering the platform users 

The search user option 
 

To search a user in the list of users : 
 

 Go under Users in the Admin page. 

 Insert a sequence of letters of last name, first name or e-mail. 

 Click on Search. 

 You can see the table of results of your search. 

Create a new user 
 

To create an new user: 
 

 Click on Create user on the User list page. 

 Fill all fields. 

 Choose Follow course for student or Create course for teacher. 

 Click on Ok. 

The new user has been sucessfully created, click on : 
 

 Register this user to a course. 
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 Go to User settings. 

 Create another new user. 

 Back to admin page. 

Modify a user properties 
 

In the administration tool, access to the list of users and find the user you want : 

 

 Click on the User settings icon ( ) on the line of the user concerned. 

 Modify the information you want. 

 You can also register the user to a new course, send him information about his profile ou 
unenrol him from a course. 

 Click on Ok to save the changes. 

Delete an existing user 
 

In the Administration tool, access to the User list and find the user you want : 
 

 Click on the Delete icon ( ) on the line of the user concerned. 

 Confirm your action by clicking on Ok. 

Import a list of users 
 

To import a list of users in a course : 
 

 Select the course. 

 Click on the tool Users. 

 Click on Add a user list. 

 Fill all fields. (You must specify the format of you CSV file.) 

 To find you file, click on Parcourir.... 

 Click on Add user list. 
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CONCLUSION 

The 2lst century is the informationization time. The development of education 

nformationization has expedited many kinds of different study principles, and 

the development of information technology has created a fine supporting environment for 

these theory of learning'spractical application. E-learning can draw its own function and 

characteristic to support people's study with multiple perspectives and multi-stratification, and 

iteffectively promotes the development of education training highly. 

E-Learning System is developed in PHP and MySQL. The system provides group 

management, forums, document repositories, calendar, chat, assignment areas, links, and 

user profile administration in a single and highly integrated package. One of the additional 

features introduced in v1.0 was support for SCORM packages. Sharable Content Object 

Reference Model (SCORM) is a collection of standards and specifications for web-based e- 

learning. It defines communications between client side content and a host system (called  

"the run-time environment"), which is commonly supported by a learning management  

system. SCORM also defines how content may be packaged into a transferable ZIP file called 

"Package Interchange Format. 

SCORM content is uploaded through the use of a new "learning path" tool. This tool allows 

you to create a step-by-step sequence of modules which can be exercises, HTML pages, PDF 

doc,... Uploading zipped SCORM content will create a new learning path in this tool. The 

newly created path is then available in the paths list of the tool, just as a path you would have 

built yourself in E-Learning System. 
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